The three-body decay ' 0~2p + 'OC was studied following production via single-neutron stripping from a radioactive "0 projectile. This is the first observation of two-proton emission from an unbound ground state where the one-proton emission channel is energetically closed beyond the lightest case of Be. No evidence for He emission is seen, despite predictions for a large diproton branching ratio. An upper limit of 7% (95% C.L. ) is established for this decay branch. The implications of the small diproton branching ratio observed here and seen previously in Be are discussed.
decay channel to be energetically forbidden [1] . In contrast to decay by one-particle emission, two-proton decay can theoretically proceed through several competing mechanisms including direct three-body breakup and sequential binary decay channels. Branching ratio estimates made using the R-matrix approximation have suggested that diproton (~He) emission, corresponding to decay via protons correlated in a 'S state, might dominate [2 -4] . Current mass measurements indicate that Be, ' 0, and '6Ne are ground-state 2p emitters [5, 6] , although in all of these cases the width of the ground states are known to be relatively large and consequently the decay times are very fast (» 10 20 sec). Only the decay of the lightest case 6Be has been studied experimentally [7, 8] . Higher Z candidates with much longer lifetimes due to the larger Coulomb barrier have been predicted and searched for [4,9 -13] . Understanding the two-proton decay mechanism is important because it provides a window into the structure of very proton-rich nuclei. As an example, the He emission probability depends directly on the diproton spectroscopic factor of the parent system [3, 4] . More generally, it is important to understand the specific features of multibody nuclear decay modes since these channels become increasingly important for nuc,'lei far from stability.
We report on a kinematically complete study of the ' 0~2p + '"C decay. The decay Q value Qq" is 1.79(04) MeV, and the width of the ground state has been estimated to be 400(250) keV [5, 6] (2) where Qi" is the Q value for lp decay of the "N ground state and I 2(U) is the width of this state. Implicit in I 2(U) is a spectroscopic factor, reduced width, and penetrability associated with the emission of the second proton. These line shapes were incorporated into a Monte Carlo simulation which included the geometric acceptance as well as the energy and angular resolutions of the detectors. The total width was defined as I ",(E) = f I i(E, U)dU, and the constants in the partial width were determined by the requirement that I'", (Q2") = 580 keV, the measured ground-state width. The dotted histograms in Figs. 1 -3 
